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The Bethe ansatz equations in their simplel3t but, nevertheless, 
typical form read/ 1- J/ 

e iLp(i) IHnl'f. d(1. -J,,) (1)=(-) e J /=::1, ... ~ 
1'1 

K~I ~ 

wi th P ( ~ ) and I (J ) being the momentum and two-body phase shift of 
elementary excitations, respectively ( P(-..\) '" -p(A), f(-A)", 

- f (A ». If the vacuum state of the model corresponds to L .1'1-0<> 
wi th a density 11 =% fixed (&nd finite), then the parameters of 
physical excitations happen to qbey an analogous system/4/ 

e iLpol = (-J Jn e d-'("-!J 
(2) 

J 
where the momentum Pol and phase shift F ( ,l. - J) are now the physical 
ones. It is natural to call eqs.(2) the higher-level Bethe ansatz 
equations. 

In this note we try to retrace the orlgln of the relations of 
such a type in terms of general functiona p ( ) and t ( ,.\ ). The ide
as of each individual step within our approach are not at all new. 
However, the program as a whole has not been ct-lrried out in the lite

ruture; so, we hope that the present note would be instructive. 

At firat, we describe in our terms the standard procedure/ 1 ,5,6/ 
uf obtaining the intec;ral Bcthe-ansatz equations from the discrete 
ones (1). For our purposes it will suffice to consider the solutions 
{lj} with all A real. Taking a logarithm of (1) results inJ 

Lp().j) = L 
M 

f0j -Jk) + 27T1}; j =.:1, ... ,M (J) 
k-:t 

where Q. ure integera or half-integers (it depends on M being 
odd or eJven). A vacuum confiGuration corresponds to the set (Qi) wi th 

OJ as clo3ely spaced tl;S p03sible. ~'''1 = 0;. + 1, from - M ;':1 to M~J. 
Tile 'mcuwn roo t densi ty p().) , 

() (>..J = .f.i.....:f i.e. Atl-l.pr)AJ (4) 
) J L-oo LOj+I-~i) 

enables one to approximate "he sums over roots by integrals: 

r~~:;.,":·,_,,_ -. _:_ ~__~.. _~,~~,. 
,u~~;~~;~ '~~;~~~~~~~';~i j 
l r"I/Jr.;i!lt-K:TEHA , 
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i L +(1k) ~ fAd), f (A) <:p().) . (5) 
k -II ., . 

Subtracting eqs. (3) for adjacent J S , we obtain Lhe integral equa

tion for p ( ). ) . 
27rf0) = h(),) i:dx a(A-x)f(x) • (6) 

where a (I) '" 1/(;.J, ~(j.) =; pI fA) ,and 1: J1 is the Fermi surface. 

A value of /\ is to be found :j:'rom the normalization condi tiol1 

JAdAj {>.) r1 ( ) 

-A 
and can prove, in general, finite as well as infinite. 

A physical excited state from the class treated in this paper 

rametrized by a set (tT:) which is precisely the vacuum se t 

} wi Lh several numbers removed and (or) several extra num-Ja
C{;;: added. We shall Lj.se t~e notaLion ~/== ~ - ~ that means 

/'l' .. "" ..
taking into account the removed ~ S (holes) with plus and extra 

ones (particles) with minus sign. The roots J.J of the excited state 

satisfy the following system of equations: 
;.t I _ ,.....

(8)L P (r) = 2. t(X; - 1/.) L f (1; - J.J + 2 ".~. 
~/ ~ -

Here j numbers only roots, not holes. Parameters A,;. related to the 

holes are not defined yet; moreover, they, in fact, drop out from 

(8). However, we choose to keep formally A~ in (8), anticipating 

the replacement of (8) by an integral. An explicit definition of ,.\0( 
will be given later; for brevity, we write r =. 0<. 

.< 

Now our goal is to derive an analog of (5) for excited states. 

Let us introduce the function f (A ), 

f ( I) /J . r. - A . 
~. <..~...... J J (u) 
J L-oo,.\. -A' .I;; .., ~ 

which obeys, due to (6), the equationl51 

271f(J);: - j;xa(J-x)/(,r) - z't(i-.t} ( 10) 
_II "t. 

It is natural to represent f ( J ) as a swn in .I., 

( 11)f(i) '['{(J, ..) 
,{ 

where f ( ~ ..r) is given by 

(12 )2'H{(J.,j') = -!dxa(J-x)/(x,/,) - -f(i-p). 
-II 

2 

Dote that (12) does not involve parameters of physical excitations 

0<. ;:r; beLet some (additive in elementary exci tations) quantity 


related to the excited state. Suotracting the corresponding vacuum 


quantity cP we get :f, - cp f[1>tIk)-'f(ik)]-!'ep~)= 

L:dJj(j)q:,/(I) ~/.p(oIJ. (1) 

Because of (11), this expression is, in turn, additive in physical 


excitations: "'- I 

4>-<P~ 1:

"'
II( 

.pol = - +(.L) + fAdx!(x,.t) <pix). 
(14) 

-A 
The int Elgral in (14) is a backflow (i.e. reaction of the sea) due to 

insertions of holes and particles. 

Now we use (13) to perform the following transformations: 

p{lj 1 2. J(i -llc) + -J -z:'R(i -,,) p(j) - t L f(j -),/) 
L !<. '-ol Ie 

..L -1(1-h)] +t~/f(i-.t) =f(i)-i~f;;)i'(A-)r)+ (15) 

t j;>:!r:) a (i-x) +{ZI(i -.t) P(A) -L~Xfr;)f(i -x) - ~ f(AJ. 
-II " 

Denoting the r.h.s. of (15) by 9'(,.\), 

pi(;) = p(i) - JAdx!0}R(i-x) - t; /(1), (16) 
-II 

we see from comparing (Ell and (15) that pi(lj)==211"?j;for the roots. 


So, t is only natural to take condition L J 


f (K) "" ~" tJ.t ( 1 '() 

as a definition of the hole positions ~ as well (note that 

the equality (11) is·exact). As a result, the eqs.(6),(1),(11),(12), 

and (17) form a complete set of relations which enables one, in 

principle, to det ermine .,(. s in an explici t form. 

To transform (1 f) into the higher-level ansatz form (2), one has 

to do more calculations. Consider the total f:lf):rrq'ltum of the excited 

state. From (14) it follows that 

II 

P - P = L Pol po( = - p(.£) + Jdx r(x. 01) ~(x). (18 ) 
I 

.< -;II 
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--

Transform the integral using (6) and (12):

A A)1d)< !rx.",) k(x) =1 dXdJ!fX,.<!P".['(;-:/)ud')(-i/)]p(j)

- fA "':1 f0) R(iJ-ot) = JAd~ f(x) ,,(.I-X), 
-/I -A 

We now see that 

po( = -p(oi)+L:dX!6)f~-}(), 

1f(J.) = - PJ - 211" Zf (i )L! ,}. 
~;ubstituting A"'" tI. we obtfl,in 

L p,( = - 2 'ff L If (.t) }) - P,r/),;., 
or, in the exponentional form, 

e iLp", ()I -21ril(.;,,) /)..J -2Jrtt')",= - n Ie , (- = e :. ± ::1 , 

(15) 

t, 
(20) I 
(21) 

(22 ) 

(23) 

This is the hi~er-level rulsatz equation for the parameters ~ of 

physical excitations. The "dressed" momentum Pol. appears in the 

l.h.s. of (23) owing to the algebraic structure of the principal 

eqs.(6) and (12). This fact has first been established in/6/j our 

proof (19) is simpler and, in a sense, minimal. 

To prove that f (ot,}) in the r.h.s. of (23) can be viewed as 

a two-body phase shift of physical excitations, we have to use the 

direct method proposed by Korepin/ 7/. If we consider the X -space 

structure of the Bethe wave function proper to (8) and evaluate tho 

total phase shift for a root ~. nearest to a hole..t. ( ~,,:::: ri) on the 

full interval [-~ • l.h], we get 

~p ('£If" = exp i[Lp~) + L i().~-") -"2 
left-,,)] = (- K, (24) 

exp iLif{.t) = ± eX? i[-Lfol -27r'jt.t(..t,jJ] , 
From here the interpretation of f ( .I. , !) as a physical phase shift 

becomes evident. 

In conclusion, we shall make two remarks. The first is that when 

dealing with arbitrary functions p ( ...I) and t ( ) we have no cont 1 
rol over the accuracy of our approximation procedure. In concrete I 
models, as a rule, the neglected terms in (5), (13) etc. are of the 

4

orderO(f[). Note that (21)-(23) are exact by 

ables us to rewrite eq.(18) in the exact form 

- 2 I /P P =-2!:-Z't? =L:P.. + 
27r Z-!k!)

l. oi ,;. '" /.. "'/ 

(the first equality resul\;s from (8». We see 

definition. It en

too 

(25 ) 

that the total 

tum p - p is discrete whereas the SWll of dressed momenta 

is not unless a quantity Z I f( .( ,!) equals zero. The latter 

transformed as follows: "'! 
I ) I J"" ,~ f(".l, f = L: f(.;) -..L dxffx) L a (ot-x) = 

" 1 II 21r -A .. 

J:JX{(x)[-r'(x) +~ illlld/] ff'J)al(K-JJ] (26) 

r"ox{rIr)r'(x) = d[-r'/;') ['-{-A)], 
~/I. 

For finite !\ this expression may perfectly well be nonzero. How

ever, for A=c>o the l.h.s. of (26) is necessarily zero, and the sum 

of dressed momenta turns out to be discrete: 

'2.'p", = 
K 

Heally, if ;1 =.... we derive 

f(>.}= ~/F(i-..t), 

- ~... 'L 1r201. 

"'
(27) 

from (10) that 

i,e. f(J,.r)= F(i-j..) , (28) 

2".+(;) = - j..JX a(J-k)F(;r) - g(j), (29) 

Obviously, r(- ..I)=--F(J) , ruld we arrive at Z{r{.t-/) =0. 
.If 

']'he second remark concerns the /I == 00 case. Here, one carl use, 

in complete analogy with the vacuum state, the root de~si ty J> (,I) 
from the very beginning/2 ,8/. The ro)t density for excited states, 

(30)P(A)=f0j+l!/ofi-"') , 
is defined through the integral equation 

2rrl(A) = t, fA) fdK a(;.-"'}jfx) + L' L 'a (5 - oi) (31) 

-00 " 

which approximates (8). For () () it follows that 

..., 
(32)2rro(j) =a(A) - Jdx a(j-Jr)o(k) 

00 
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and it is easy Lo deduce that 

~(j) = - p/~) 	 (J3 ) 

LegratioIl 0,'1 parts Ghows that the F - and 0- approaches are 

consistent. The formula (14) assumes the form 

4>0/ - cp (.;.) + J
00 

d)' <:/:>(1) 0 fA 01) (34 ) 
-00 

A simple algeuraic nature of the rneGhanism observed supports 

our confidence in i s rele'Jance a much richer clasCl or solut;l.ons 

than that of purcl.! real solutioIlCl of (1) directly considered in 

thill paper. 

We are indebted to L.V.Avdeev, V.E.Korepirl, and A.A.Matveev for 

nwncrous helpn.l discus~lions. 
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